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The purpose of this paper is to review the preparation and characterization of thin films of silicon nitride deposited by the technique of plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition. The applications of silicon nitride thin films in integrated circuit technology are also reviewed.

The paper also introduces the modifications to the plasma chemical vapor deposition system used to avoid plasma bombardment of the substrate and to reduce hydrogen incorporation in the layers in the form of Si—H and N—H bonds.

The effect on film properties of post-deposition annealing at a temperature higher than the deposition temperature is reported.

1. INTRODUCTION

In integrated circuit technology, insulating films of silicon dioxide and silicon nitride are used in many ways. These films exhibit a wide range of electrical, optical and mechanical properties such as band gap, refractive index, dielectric constant, stress etc. depending on their chemical composition and the method of preparation; hence their applications are also diverse. Examples of frequently used coatings are thermally grown silicon oxide, silicon nitride grown by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) and silicon oxynitrides which have properties intermediate between those of the oxide and nitride.

In recent years, special attention has been devoted to the use of silicon nitride in semiconductor device technology, and intensive studies have been undertaken to investigate its properties since it can be used safely for interlayer isolation, device passivation and mechanical protection.

Among a number of different methods used to produce thin films, the most important is PECVD (in which the activation energy needed for the reaction is provided by an r.f. plasma) because of the growing interest in thin film dielectrics deposited at low temperatures, especially in the range 200–500 °C.
In this paper, we present a review of published works on the deposition by PECVD and characterization of silicon nitride films. However, because there is a range of deposition parameters (e.g., deposition temperature, r.f. power, r.f. frequency, chamber pressure, gas flow rate, reactant gas ratio etc.) which can be altered to provide a wide range of properties of silicon nitride films, the interrelation of all the deposition parameters is complex and prediction of film properties is difficult; hence the results of typical films deposited under different conditions are outlined.

Annealing at a temperature higher than the deposition temperature improves the film properties to a great extent. The results of annealing on film properties are also reported.

PECVD has disadvantages such as the incorporation of pinholes due to plasma bombardment and hydrogen incorporation in the films\textsuperscript{22}. Photo CVD is a technique that has developed rapidly and has aroused particular interest because of its damage-free and low temperature properties\textsuperscript{23} \textsuperscript{25}. However, the deposition rate using photo CVD is quite small (around 50 Å min\textsuperscript{-1}) and would not be acceptable on an industrial scale.

2. PLASMA CHEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION TECHNIQUES

2.1. R.f. plasma chemical vapor deposition systems

The plasma currently used in all commercial reactors is a low pressure glow discharge developed in an r.f. field. In other words, the reactant gases are ionized and the number density of positive ions equals the number density of electrons so that the plasma is electrically neutral. The electron temperature can be as high as 20000–30000 K while the heavy particles will remain at room temperature. Along the electrode surface, a plasma "sheath" will develop where electrical neutrality is no longer maintained. (The plasma sheath is referred to as the physical surface bounding the plasma and charge neutrality is violated to some extent near this surface.) The very high electron temperature creates many dissociated species which can recombine on a nearby surface, allowing the film to grow\textsuperscript{26}.

The conventional r.f. plasma CVD system is based on a parallel plate reactor and employs capacitive coupling of r.f. power into a glow discharge containing a gas mixture appropriate for the growth of particular insulating films\textsuperscript{27}. The technique can be used to deposit thin films of a-Si, silicon dioxide, silicon nitride, silicon oxynitride etc. and employs gas mixtures of SiH\textsubscript{4} and either O\textsubscript{2} or N\textsubscript{2}O (for oxide or oxynitride), and SiH\textsubscript{4} and N\textsubscript{2} or NH\textsubscript{3} (for nitride). The use of N\textsubscript{2} in place of NH\textsubscript{3} has many advantages, e.g., it is non-corrosive, non-flammable, free from water contamination etc.\textsuperscript{28}. Also, NH\textsubscript{3}-free silicon nitride films contain less hydrogen and hence have smaller etch rates. However, the deposition rate can be increased by using NH\textsubscript{3} as a source of nitrogen (since the dissociation energy of N\textsubscript{2} is higher). The films deposited using NH\textsubscript{3} have been shown to exhibit a lower refractive index. This is due to the incorporation of hydrogen in the film\textsuperscript{28}. Silicon nitride coatings have also been deposited from a mixture of SiCl\textsubscript{4} and NH\textsubscript{3}\textsuperscript{29}. SiCl\textsubscript{4} is preferred to silane as the silicon source because it is easier and safer to use. However, the process is not much used owing to contamination of the coatings by chlorine.

A schematic diagram of the reaction apparatus, showing the chamber,
associated pumping system, gas lines and r.f. power source is shown in Fig. 1 (see ref. 30). The gas mixture enters the chamber either through a matrix of small holes in the upper electrode which is at a floating potential\textsuperscript{31} or the gases are introduced separately where N\textsubscript{2} or NH\textsubscript{3} is introduced from the top of the chamber and the silane is passed through a dispersing ring from the side just over the surface of the sample\textsuperscript{32}. The substrate is placed on the lower electrode. The distance between the electrodes is variable. Mass flowmeters monitor the flow rates of the gases entering the chamber. The sample is brought to the desired temperature (around 200–350 °C) by resistive heating. The r.f. discharge is initiated and sustained by coupling the r.f. energy inductively or capacitively. The gas pressure is controlled by a throttle valve located in the roots blower line. Similar but separate lines are provided for CF\textsubscript{4} and O\textsubscript{2} and an appropriate mixture of these two gases is used for plasma etch cleaning of the chamber\textsuperscript{30}. The r.f. power to the cathode is supplied by an r.f. power supply. Depending on the equipment used, the chamber pressure range is approximately 200 mTorr to 3 Torr and r.f. power supply frequencies range from about 30 kHz to 13.56 MHz. The influence of discharge frequency on various properties of PECVD nitride films will be discussed later.
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**Fig. 1.** Schematic representation of the apparatus used for reactive plasma deposition of silicon nitride films.

Unlike the conventional CVD technique, PECVD should be classified as a highly non-equilibrium reaction process in which the gas phase plasma reactions generate species which could introduce the required bonding groups into the deposited film. The species produced by the dissociation of reactant gas molecules by electron impact are very reactive radicals, atoms, ions and even unexcited gas molecules. Film formation takes place as a result of reactions between a number of excited species such as excited molecules of NH\textsubscript{3} (or N\textsubscript{2}) and SiH\textsubscript{4}, NH, NH\textsubscript{2} (radicals), electrons and unexcited molecules following r.f. excitation of the mixture of reactant gases SiH\textsubscript{4} and NH\textsubscript{3} (or N\textsubscript{2}) and their condensation on the heated substrate\textsuperscript{27,33,34}. 
Since there are many ground state and excited species, e.g. molecules, atoms, ions, electrons, radicals etc., the mechanism of the reaction is complex. The films produced in this way contain hydrogen as well as silicon and nitrogen.

The overall equation describing the different reactions to produce nitride films is

\[(\text{NH}_3)^* + (\text{N}_2)^* + (\text{SiH}_4) \rightarrow \text{Si}_3\text{N}_4 (200-400 \, ^\circ \text{C})\]

The incorporated silane radicals are unable to give away their hydrogen because of the low substrate temperature, and a hydrogen-containing film results.\(^{33}\)

2.2. Remote plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition

Films deposited by PECVD generally contain a high concentration of bonded hydrogen, from 5% to 30% (as deduced from IR absorption measurements) incorporated in the form of Si—H and N—H bonds in nitrides.\(^{36}\) These films do not perform as well as gate insulators in active devices.\(^{27}\) Localized states can be generated within the band gap of silicon nitride by Si—H and SiNH groups. In these cases, the localized states are more than about 1 eV away from either of the band edges and therefore can be active as deep trapping or recombination centers. A low temperature process which eliminates these groups is “remote” PECVD.\(^{37,38,43}\)

Using this process, it has been possible to deposit nitride films at substrate temperatures between 350 and 500 \(^\circ\)C with no measurable IR absorption associated with the bonding groups mentioned above.\(^{27}\)

The process is a modification of PECVD in which only one of the constituent gases (the nitrogen-containing molecule) is r.f. excited. The excited atoms, molecules, radicals and electrons etc. are transported out of the plasma region to the deposition region where they are mixed with unexcited silane and CVD reaction takes place at the heated substrate. The remote PECVD system is shown in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 2. Schematic representation of a remote PECVD chamber.](image-url)
N₂* reacts with SiH₄ according to the following reaction:

\[ 2\text{N}_2* + 3\text{SiH}_4 \rightarrow \text{Si}_3\text{N}_4 + 6\text{H}_2 \]

2.3. Microwave plasma deposition

In the conventional plasma CVD system, the substrate is placed in the plasma and hence the substrate and the film being grown are exposed to high energy plasma particles. Such a film has a rough surface and contains defects such as pinholes. Also, the true effect of the substrate temperature on the film quality cannot be studied. Hence the methods to be preferred are those in which deposition takes place outside the plasma and film deposition occurs without plasma bombardment.

Silicon nitride films can be deposited by vapor phase deposition with microwave gas discharge with a cavity type coaxial line microwave discharge tube, where the plasma is confined in a desired space and film deposition takes place outside the plasma. Hence no heating or damage occurs as a result of plasma bombardment of the substrate.

Microwave discharges have been used for plasma etching and plasma deposition. Microwave energy is created with a 2.45 GHz magnetron and introduced into the plasma chamber through a rectangular waveguide and a window made of a fused quartz tube (see Fig. 3, ref. 26).

![Diagram of microwave plasma deposition system](image)

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the system used for plasma deposition using microwave discharges.

The electromagnetic field of the microwave discharge can interact very efficiently with the plasma if the pressure is low (about 0.10 mTorr) so that the applied frequency corresponds with the electron cyclotron frequency for a magnetic field of 875 G and a resonant condition is achieved. Under these conditions, high degrees of ionization and dissociation are achieved efficiently. The plasma thus
created is then passed through an axisymmetric magnetic field, which confines it until it impinges on the wafer.\textsuperscript{26}

A comparison of the compositional properties of nitride films prepared by microwave plasma CVD and conventional plasma CVD methods has been done by Hirao and coworkers\textsuperscript{51,52}.

2.4. More recent developments in plasma processes

2.4.1. Multipole confined diffusion plasma produced by a 13.56 MHz electrodeless source

For some years microwave sources have been used to create a plasma which is then allowed to diffuse into a larger volume where the substrate holder is situated\textsuperscript{53,54}.

The microwave energies are created at very high frequencies (of the order of gigahertz). However, a large volume of uniform plasma can be created in a chamber surrounded by multipoles using an inductively coupled source operating at the much lower frequency of 13.56 MHz.\textsuperscript{55} Under these conditions, surface magnetic fields can be used to contain the plasma electrons and increase the density and uniformity of the plasma. Generally, these surface fields are created by permanent magnets (24 sets of permanent magnets) surrounding the reactor, arranged to produce cusps which can adiabatically reflect the electrons (Fig. 4(a), ref. 55). Plasmas confined in this way have been used for the deposition of thin films.\textsuperscript{56}

2.4.2. Induction heated plasma-assisted chemical vapor deposition

To avoid radiation damage and hydrogen incorporation in the films, a new induction heated plasma (IH plasma) assisted CVD method has been developed by Mito and Sekiguchi\textsuperscript{22}. The IH plasma is generated in an inductively coupled quartz tube by supplying high r.f. power (3–4 kW) at 1 Torr pressure. Intense vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) emissions (120 nm) are radiated from the IH plasma, so it is expected that SiH₄ is dissociated by the VUV emissions without ionic collisions. Gas in the IH plasma is thermally excited, so that radicals with long lifetimes are produced.

The method can operate in two deposition modes: mode I is photo (VUV emission) and radical-assisted CVD where no plasma comes into contact with the substrates. It can be used as a damageless deposition process, as photo CVD; mode II is a glow-like plasma generated around IH plasma. It can be used as a versatile but high rate PECVD. A schematic diagram of the experimental system for IH plasma-assisted CVD is shown in Fig. 4(b).

It is expected that the deposition mode I will be used as a damageless and low hydrogen content process with low deposition rate (around 60 Å min⁻¹), while mode II can be used as a high deposition rate (around 500 Å min⁻¹) and low hydrogen content deposition process.

2.4.3. Helium plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition

This process is a direct PECVD process utilizing very high levels of helium dilution of the reactive gases to eliminate many of the problems normally associated with plasma deposition. The only modification necessary to run the helium PECVD process is the use of a high flow, mass flow controller for the helium gas line. High purity helium is used for additional dilution. The main difference between this process and the conventional PECVD process is that the helium flow rate is 2–3
orders of magnitude higher than the flow rate of SiH₄ (only about 1 standard cm³ min⁻¹).

The helium is thought to play an important role in maintaining a relatively cool plasma and shielding the reactive gases from fragmentation. It is light, inert and does not introduce deleterious ion bombardment or chemical effects, and the high degree of dilution effectively suppresses gas phase nucleation. The film–substrate interfaces have been shown to exhibit no sign of plasma-induced damage. Thus the deposition of high quality films at a somewhat reduced deposition rate is achieved with the process⁵⁷,⁵⁸.

2.4.4. Plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition of fluorinated silicon nitride

Films deposited using SiH₄–N₂ or SiH₄–NH₃ gas mixture contain considerable amounts of hydrogen incorporated in the films. Since hydrogen atoms are considered to move in the film and cause various unstable phenomena to occur in semiconductor devices, it is desirable to lower the hydrogen concentration or to stabilize the hydrogen bonds in order to improve the device reliability⁵⁹,⁶⁰.

Fluorinated silicon nitride deposited from the reactive plasma of an SiF₄–N₂–H₂ or SiH₄–NH₃–NF₃ gas mixture is reported to have a higher thermal stability⁵⁹–⁶³. Although the hydrogen content is not less than that in film deposited from an SiH₄–NH₃ or SiH₄–N₂ gas mixture, the hydrogen bonds become stronger and stable up to 640 °C⁵⁹. H₂ and/or SiH₄ gas is added to SiF₄ gas to reduce film etching by SiF₄ gas, and thus the hydrogen is also incorporated in the films⁶⁴,⁶⁵.

The fluorine content in the films is approximately 25 at.%⁶. The increase in fluorine atoms greatly influences the dielectric constant which is lowered (4.8–6.0) with increasing SiF₄ flow rate⁶².

The films have relatively high resistivity (7×10¹⁶ Ω cm), high breakdown strength (10 MV cm⁻¹) and low deep trap density⁵⁹.

3. EFFECT OF PROCESS VARIABLES ON FILM PROPERTIES

PECVD offers a wide range of deposition variables, hence film properties can
be tailored to the required stoichiometry (silicon-rich or nitrogen-rich).

The various process variables are (1) the reactant gas ratio, (2) the total gas flow rate, (3) the total pressure, (4) the substrate temperature, (5) the r.f. power, and (6) the r.f. frequency.

The effects of the above process variables on various film properties are discussed below. Film properties can be divided into physical, chemical, mechanical, optical, electrical and magnetic properties.

3.1. Physical and structural properties

3.1.1. Density

With an increase in the SiH₄-to-NH₃ ratio, the film density shows a broad peak ($\rho \approx 2.55$ g cm⁻³) for $0.58 \leq [\text{SiH}_4]/[\text{NH}_3] \leq 0.79$ and decreases again at $[\text{SiH}_4]/[\text{NH}_3] \approx 0.9$. However, this is not accompanied by a corresponding increase in etch rate, presumably because the silicon content is now much higher. The broad maximum in density corresponds to a broad minimum in the etch rate.

The density is unaffected by the total pressure and increases with substrate temperature³⁰.

According to Claassen et al.⁶⁶, an increase in discharge frequency produces nitride films with low density. This is because the extent of ion bombardment decreases strongly as soon as the ions become slow relative to the r.f. field. This means that the flux of ions to the growing layer strongly decreases at high frequencies, leading to nitride layers with a low density.

3.1.2. Deposition rate

The higher temperature results in an increase in the rate of diffusion of reactive species to the substrate, probably resulting in more dense films and hence a decrease in deposition rate with increasing temperature⁵¹.

The deposition rate also increases with r.f. power to a certain value and then becomes constant. This is because the dissociation of reactant gases increases with r.f. power until dissociation of all the molecules is complete, at which point no further increase occurs⁶⁷,⁶⁸.

The deposition rate increases with chamber pressure and with SiH₄-to-NH₃ ratio³⁰ (see Fig. 5, ref. 69).

At high deposition rates layers are formed with a low density and can be etched relatively quickly. However, low deposition rates yield denser films and a slower etch rate⁶⁶.

The deposition rate varies from system to system and for most of the conditions used it is around 120 Å min⁻¹⁷⁰.

3.1.3. Composition

The composition is determined by the [Si]/[N] ratio, the [Si—H]/[N—H] bond ratio and the total amount of hydrogen incorporated in the film⁶⁶. The films are silicon rich for [Si]/[N] ratios greater than 0.75 and nitrogen rich for [Si]/[N] ratios smaller than 0.75. Film stoichiometry and hydrogen content have a great influence on film properties and both silicon-rich and nitrogen-rich films can be prepared, depending on the experimental conditions. For given processing conditions, the gas flow ratio determines the film stoichiometry. Silicon-rich rather than nitrogen-rich films are formed much more readily, probably because Si—H or
Si—Si bonds are more easily formed than the sp$^2$ hybrid orbital of nitrogen atoms in planar trigonal arrangement.\textsuperscript{66}

It has been established that hydrogen can influence the physical, chemical and mechanical properties of the nitrogen-rich films but there is no clear evidence for the hydrogen content influencing the optical and electrical properties; the film stoichiometry has the most influence on these properties.\textsuperscript{71,72}

The hydrogen concentration is mainly determined by the substrate temperature and is reported to range from 2 to 40 at.%. It depends on the gas composition for a given substrate temperature.\textsuperscript{35,72,73} It has been observed that the concentration of hydrogen atoms and the [Si]/[N] ratio in the bulk of the plasma silicon nitride layers is fairly constant over the depth of the sample. Under these conditions, IR absorption spectroscopy can be used to measure the amount of hydrogen in the layer. Without NH$_3$, SiH$_4$ is the only supplier of hydrogen, and the amount of hydrogen in the as-grown layer is much lower than that found using NH$_3$. At high [Si]/[N] ratios, almost all the hydrogen atoms are bonded to silicon. At [Si]/[N] ratios less than 0.75, the number of N—H bonds is larger than the number of Si—H bonds.\textsuperscript{66}

The hydrogen content also depends on the discharge frequency because at lower frequencies silane dissociates better, resulting in films with less hydrogen incorporation and lower etch rates. An increase in frequency yields higher hydrogen contents in the films.\textsuperscript{66} The influence of r.f. frequency on the density and hydrogen content is shown in Fig. 6 (ref. 74).

The hydrogen content has been found to lie in the range $(1.6-2.1) \times 10^{22}$ (H atom) cm$^{-3}$, i.e. about 25 at.% hydrogen in the film.\textsuperscript{35,75}

The approximate bulk composition of silicon nitride films is silicon 45 at.%, nitrogen 34 at.% and hydrogen 21 at.%.\textsuperscript{76}

There is an appreciable decrease in hydrogen content with increasing substrate temperature (almost exponential). Another effect is the decrease in hydrogen content...
Fig. 6. Influence of the operating frequency on the density and hydrogen content \([H]\) (deposition temperature 300 °C; \([\text{Si}]\)/[N] = 0.93).

after annealing in nitrogen ambient at 600 °C. This is attributed to hydrogen diffusion and accumulation at the film-substrate interface.

Since the composition and properties of PECVD silicon nitride vary appreciably with the process variables, a rapid and simple test to determine film composition is needed. The position of a defined optical absorption edge in the near-UV and visible meets this requirement over a quite broad range of \([\text{Si}]\)/[N] ratio. A typical calibration curve and the procedure are given by Rand and Wonsidler.

The IR techniques used for hydrogen analysis are as follows:

1. Multiple reflection IR (MRIR) technique where films deposited over the aluminum-coated substrate are used.

2. Transmission Fourier transform IR (FTIR) technique where films deposited over bare silicon substrates are used.

The absorption peaks are due to the N—H stretching bond (3350 cm\(^{-1}\)) and the Si—H stretching bond (2160 cm\(^{-1}\)). For a semi-quantitative analysis of film hydrogen content, the unit areas \([UA]\) of the absorption peaks at 3350 and 2160 cm\(^{-1}\) are calculated to represent the content of N—H and Si—H bonds respectively, and their sum is used to relate to the total hydrogen content. They are defined as

\[
[UA]_{N-H} = 1.4 \times \frac{N-H \text{ bond area}}{\text{film thickness}} \times 100
\]

\[
[UA]_{Si-H} = \frac{Si-H \text{ bond area}}{\text{film thickness}} \times 100
\]

\[
[UA]_{total \text{H}} = [UA]_{N-H} + [UA]_{Si-H}
\]

where the correction factor of 1.4 assigned for the N—H bond was suggested by Lanford and Rand.

3.1.4. Structure and growth morphology

For general applications such as electrical insulation, passivation and masking, it is better to have the film in amorphous form to reduce interfacial strain and give greater continuity. The amorphous nature of the films deposited by PECVD has
been established by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) where no contrast effects due to crystallites or voids could be seen in the bright or dark-field mode\textsuperscript{30}. Electron diffractogram patterns showed broad, diffuse halos characteristic of amorphous structure.

The surface roughness can be investigated using scanning electron microscopy (SEM)\textsuperscript{31}. The growth morphology revealed by SEM was always found to be smooth with no nodular growth or hillocks on perfectly clean samples. Nodular growth occurs as a result of surface contamination\textsuperscript{30}.

The pinhole density is not affected by the reactant gas ratio or r.f. power density but depends on deposition temperature\textsuperscript{31}. The typical value for pinhole density at 200 °C is 25 cm\textsuperscript{-2}\textsuperscript{70}.

3.2. Chemical properties: etch rate

The etch rate varies by more than four orders of magnitude, independent of the deposition system, as the hydrogen content varies from 2 to 40 at.%. It has also been reported\textsuperscript{30} that the excess nitrogen atoms induce higher etch rates. As the concentration of Si—H and N—H bonds increases, the concentration of Si—N bonds decreases, which increases the density of various defects in the film. At the same time, the decrease in density will increase the porosity of the film, which in turn increases the specific area of the surface exposed to etching solution.

The reaction scheme thought to account for the dissolution of plasma silicon nitride is bond breaking by HF\textsuperscript{2−} ions\textsuperscript{81}. The four basic different reactions, each proceeding more or less simultaneously with different rate constants are

(a) Si—Si + HF\textsuperscript{2−} \xrightarrow{k_1} reaction products
(b) Si—N + HF\textsuperscript{2−} \xrightarrow{k_2} such as H\textsubscript{2}SiF\textsubscript{4}
(c) N—H + HF\textsuperscript{2−} \xrightarrow{k_3} and (NH\textsubscript{4})\textsubscript{2}SiF\textsubscript{4} (ref. 81)
(d) Si—H + HF\textsuperscript{2−} \xrightarrow{k_4}

The effects of various process variables on the etch rate are outlined below.

(1) The etch rate in buffered HF (BHF) is found to be very sensitive to the hydrogen content and the hydrogen content decreases as the substrate temperature increases\textsuperscript{73}; hence the etch rate decreases appreciably with substrate temperature. A universal correlation between the etch rate and hydrogen content was demonstrated by Chow et al.\textsuperscript{73} with etch rates varying over three orders of magnitude. Figure 7 shows a plot of etch rate vs. percentage of hydrogen. The correlation shown holds for all samples deposited by plasma CVD in spite of the great variety of deposition conditions used.

(2) The hydrogen content decreases after annealing at higher temperatures (around 500–600 °C) and hence the etch rate also decreases.

(3) The etch rate is unaffected by chamber pressure or total gas flow rate\textsuperscript{31}.

(4) The etch rate in BHF is a function of the [Si]/[N] ratio and gas phase composition. It increases as the [Si]/[N] ratio decreases\textsuperscript{66}.

(5) The etch rates of layers deposited in the SiH\textsubscript{4}—NH\textsubscript{3}—N\textsubscript{2} system are higher than those of layers deposited in the SiH\textsubscript{4}—NH\textsubscript{3}—Ar system\textsuperscript{66}.
3.3. Mechanical properties

3.3.1. Stress

The mechanical stress in the substrate/film system across the film thickness and the substrate manifests itself in the form of bending. If the stress is too high, the film induces defects in the substrate material or tends to peel off. High tensile stresses (when the film is under tension) cause cracking of the film. Hence low compressive stresses (film is under compression) are usually preferred.

The total measured stress is composed of four different types of stresses which contribute to the bending of the film/substrate system:

\[ \sigma_x = \sigma_{\Delta x} + \sigma_{\text{vol}} + \sigma_{\text{intr}} + \sigma_{\text{ext}} \]

where \( \sigma_{\Delta x} \) is important when the difference in the thermal expansion coefficients of the film and the substrate is not negligible and the deposition temperature is significantly different from the measurement temperature. \( \Delta x \) is called the thermal expansion mismatch between the film and the substrate. The stress \( \sigma_{\text{vol}} \) caused by the growth process of the film is called the volume stress. \( \sigma_{\text{intr}} \) is called the intrinsic stress and may be due to surface or interface phenomena or to plastic deformation of the film or the substrate. \( \sigma_{\text{ext}} \) may be induced external forces (usually \( \sigma_{\text{ext}} = 0 \)).

Thus, the bending of a substrate during film deposition is described as the combined action of forces due to thermal effects, the force due to momentum transfer from the vapors and a structure-dependent force termed the intrinsic force.

The force due to momentum transfer or the stress caused by the growth process of the film is shown usually to be small. No attempts have been made to separate the remaining two components.

The corresponding film stress is given as:

\[ \sigma = \frac{E}{6(1-\nu)} \frac{D^2}{R t} \]

where \( E \) is Young’s modulus for the substrate, \( \nu \) is the Poisson ratio for the substrate,
$D$ is the thickness of the substrate, $t (t \ll D)$ is the film thickness, and $R$ is the net radius of curvature.

By convention, $R$ is negative for convex curvature (compressive stress) and positive for concave curvature (tensile stress)$^{42}$.

A simple formula for the thermal bending forces in terms of substrate temperature and the difference in temperature between the substrate faces has been given by Laugier$^{84}$.

The curvature of the wafer (used to deduce the film stress from the change in curvature induced in the silicon substrate due to the deposited film) can be measured either by an optically levered laser technique$^{85}$ or using a classical method based on Newton's rings$^{76}$.

In general the films can be prepared with either tensile or compressive stress depending on the r.f. frequency, hydrogen content and film stoichiometry$^{72,86}$.

It has been reported$^{87}$ that the stress of the films is compressive and almost independent of frequency between 50 kHz and 1 MHz. A large change occurs between 1 and 5 MHz with the stress changing from compressive to tensile, and little change is observed between 5 and 13.56 MHz.

Films with an $[\text{Si}]/[\text{N}]$ ratio of 1.06 are reported to be under tensile stress and films with an $[\text{Si}]/[\text{N}]$ ratio of 0.85 are reported to be under compressive stress$^{68}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$[\text{Si}]/[\text{N}]$ ratio</th>
<th>Stress (dyn cm$^{-2}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>$+ 7.4 \times 10^9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>$- 3.9 \times 10^9$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Films with less hydrogen content are under tensile stress and films with higher hydrogen content are under compressive stress. The exact mechanism for the stress difference for nitrides deposited by different processes is not clearly understood at present, although it has been attributed to the differences in hydrogen content and short-range order of the Si—H, N—H and Si—N bonds for different nitride films$^{74,89}$.

The stress changes from compressive to tensile as the substrate temperature increases. From this, the following can be concluded.

(1) The intrinsic stress is mainly dependent on the hydrogen concentration in the films. Since hydrogen can only be singly coordinated, it tends to relieve the mechanical strains that accompany a non-hydrogenated amorphous silicon nitride network$^{72}$.

(2) It also indicates that the films have a smaller coefficient of thermal expansion than the silicon substrate$^{42}$.

Stress remains nearly constant with total pressure$^{30}$.

Also, the match between the film and the silicon substrate improves as the film composition becomes richer in silicon and hence the stress decreases.

Because of high tensile stresses, the usable film thickness is restricted to approximately 2000 Å$^{90}$ because dielectric films under stress crack when either the temperature or the thickness is increased. The behavior of stress with substrate temperature is shown in Fig. 8.
3.3.2. Cracking resistance

Cracking occurs when dielectric films are under tension. The cracking resistance can be improved by reducing the stress and increasing the film density. The combination of low density and high tensile stress results in poor crack resistance of nitride films at temperatures greater than or equal to 450 °C.\(^\text{85}\)

It has been reported that thick silicon nitride films (1 μm) crack on heating to 450 °C if the film stresses are too high (greater than or equal to \(8 \times 10^9\) dyn cm\(^{-2}\)) or if the densities and deposition temperatures are too low (less than or equal to 2.2 g cm\(^{-3}\) and less than or equal to 275 °C respectively).\(^\text{30}\)

The cracking resistance \(C_R\) of a film at a given temperature is a function of density of the film material, the intrinsic stress \(\sigma_i\), the thermal mismatch with silicon \(\Delta \alpha\) (difference in thermal expansion coefficients of the film and the substrate), and substrate temperature \(T_s\).\(^\text{85}\):

\[
C_R \approx \frac{\rho}{\rho_s} \sigma_i - \sigma_i - \frac{E'}{1 - \nu'} \int_{T_s}^T \Delta \alpha \, dT
\]

where \(\sigma_i\) is the ultimate tensile stress of a structurally "perfect" film of density, \(E'\) is Young's modulus, and \(\nu'\) is Poisson's ratio for the film.

From the equation, it is obvious that \(C_R\) will be improved if \(\rho\) is increased, \(\sigma_i\) is made small, \(\Delta \alpha\) is made small and \(T_s\) is high relative to the test temperature.\(^\text{31}\)

An increase in discharge frequency leads to film with poor cracking resistance.\(^\text{30}\)

The cracking resistance can be ascertained by heating the film up to 450–550 °C.
for about half an hour in air ambient and examining under an optical microscope. If cracking occurs, it is easily revealed.

3.4. Optical properties

Optical investigations of thin silicon nitride films enable important conclusions to be drawn about their structure, composition and other physicochemical properties. Among these optical properties, the refractive index and the absorption and reflection of light are the most useful because IR absorption results provide the most direct information about the local bonding environment of the constituent atoms and hence the molecular structure of the layers\textsuperscript{27}; the refractive index is related to the film density, and etch characteristics can be predicted from the value of the refractive index. Reflection spectra in the visible, UV and IR ranges enable the thickness of nitride films deposited onto silicon to be measured.

3.4.1. IR and UV spectra

From IR spectra, the following vibrational peaks can be identified\textsuperscript{72}: N—H\textsubscript{2}(3445 cm\textsuperscript{-1}), N—H(3330 cm\textsuperscript{-1}) and Si—H(2150 cm\textsuperscript{-1}) related to stretching modes; N—H (1180 cm\textsuperscript{-1}) and N—H\textsubscript{2}(1540 cm\textsuperscript{-1}) related to bending modes: Si—N (870 cm\textsuperscript{-1}) asymmetric stretching mode; Si—N (470 cm\textsuperscript{-1}) symmetric stretching mode.

The main absorption band of nitride film on silicon wafer at room temperature lies between 1100 and 700 cm\textsuperscript{-1} and peaks at approximately 820 cm\textsuperscript{-1}\textsuperscript{69}.

The changes in the absorption peaks, and the wave numbers at which they occur, as a result of changes in the reactant gas ratio and substrate temperature are characterized as follows.

1) The IR absorption characteristics of nitride film on silicon wafer measured between 500 and 25\textdegree C are nearly the same in shape but the main absorption peak is shifted towards lower frequencies (from 870 to 820 cm\textsuperscript{-1}) with decreasing temperature\textsuperscript{69}. This seems to be due to structural loosening of the film as the temperature decreases\textsuperscript{91}.

2) It has been shown that as the [SiH\textsubscript{4}]/[NH\textsubscript{3}] ratio increases, i.e. as the silicon content increases, the film moves further and further away from stoichiometry and the UV absorption edge increases\textsuperscript{76}. Thus the value of the UV absorption edge is a useful indicator of the [Si]/[N] ratio in the film. It represents absorption primarily associated with the Si—N bond and any effect which strains or otherwise affects this bond will shift it to a different wavelength\textsuperscript{92}. A gradual change in the absorption peak from 870 to 820 cm\textsuperscript{-1} was observed for a change in silane concentration from 0.1 to 2.5 mol.%\textsuperscript{69}.

3) Absorption due to Si—H and N—H bonds decreases rapidly with increasing deposition temperature while that corresponding to the Si—N bond increases (Fig. 9, ref. 72). This is because the amount of hydrogen incorporated in the film decreases and the film becomes denser at higher temperatures. From this, it seems that the role of hydrogen in amorphous networks is two-fold\textsuperscript{72}; hydrogen acts to passivate the dangling silicon and nitrogen bonds which are the principal source of localized gap states; a certain amount of hydrogen may be intentionally incorporated into the film to reduce some of the mechanical strain present in the silicon nitride network.
3.4.2. Refractive index

The value of the refractive index decreases fairly linearly from 2.0 for pure nitride to 1.46 for pure oxide. Thus the gradual change in composition with change in reactant gas ratio is reflected in the refractive index of the films. Increasing the $[\text{SiH}_4]/[\text{NH}_3]$ ratio in the gas mixture increases the $[\text{Si}]/[\text{N}]$ ratio in the films and this corresponds to an increase in the refractive index (see Fig. 10, ref. 32). The variation is linear with composition of the layers and can be expressed as:

$$n = 0.70 \frac{[\text{Si}]}{[\text{N}]} + 1.39$$

The refractive index increases with temperature, related to the increase in the density of the films. A plasma silicon nitride layer deposited at 300 °C has a refractive index $n \approx 1.9$ for an $[\text{Si}]/[\text{N}]$ ratio of 0.75, compared with the value of 2.0 for a higher temperature with the same $[\text{Si}]/[\text{N}]$ ratio. The difference is due to the large amount of hydrogen atoms incorporated in the layers.

The refractive index is unaffected by the chamber pressure or total gas flow rate.

3.4.3. Optical band gap

The optical band gap energy can be determined from a plot of $(ahv)^{1/2}$ as a function of $hv$ in the strong absorption region, i.e., where the absorption coefficient $\alpha \gg 5 \times 10^4$ cm$^{-1}$. The typical value obtained is 5.1 eV.

The region of strong absorption can be expressed as,

$$ahv = A(hv - E_g)^2$$

where $hv$ is the photon energy.
The relation allows an exact determination of the band gap $E_g^{96}$ from the intersection of the linear part of curve with the energy axis.

![Graph showing the variation of refractive index with composition (Si/N)](image)

**Fig. 10.** Variation of the refractive index with composition ([Si]/[N]) for films deposited at 300 °C and 0.3 Torr. The stoichiometric composition ([Si]/[N] = 0.75) is marked with a line.

As the temperature of deposition is increased, a shift in the linear part of the curve towards lower energies is observed. Also, a decrease in the optical band gap occurs as a result of annealing above 500 °C. These results are mainly attributed to the loss of hydrogen from the layers during annealing or deposition at higher temperatures.

Several studies have shown that structural and thermal disorder rather than the hydrogen content is the fundamental factor in determining the optical band gap$^{97}$. However, the structural disorder is related to the hydrogen concentration in the layers since, when hydrogen leaves the film, the number of dangling bonds increases and hence the optical gap $E_g$ is decreased.

The absorption edge is shifted from 5.1 eV for stoichiometric films to 2.25 eV for silicon-rich films. The decrease in the band gap energy with increasing silane concentration is shown in Fig. 11 (ref. 14).

### 3.5. Electrical properties

Silicon nitride films are electrical insulators. Electrical properties include the properties of silicon-nitride–silicon interface, the breakdown voltage, the dielectric constant, electrical resistivity and conduction mechanisms. The electrical properties are deduced from current–voltage ($I–E$) and capacitance–voltage ($C–V$) curves.

**3.5.1. Current–voltage and capacitance–voltage characteristics**

Both the $I–E$ and $C–V$ characteristics are strongly dependent on film stoichiometry, but there is no strong dependence on hydrogen concentration$^{92,98}$.

Analysis of the $I–E$ curves (Fig. 12) indicates that ohmic behavior dominates the
Fig. 11. Band gap energy vs. silane concentration for films deposited at a pressure of 0.4 Torr, flow rate of 40 cm$^3$ min$^{-1}$ (standard temperature and pressure), plate power input of 100 W, and substrate temperature of 400 °C.

Fig. 12. Plot of log I vs. $E^{1/2}$ for a film thickness 1000 Å deposited at 0.13 W cm$^{-2}$, substrate temperature of 200 °C and silane to ammonia ratio of 0.1.
conduction up to an electrical field of $10^5 \text{ V cm}^{-1}$, with Poole–Frenkel emission dominating for $E \geq 10^5 \text{ V cm}^{-1}$.

The Poole–Frenkel conduction process is based on the capture and emission of carriers from the trap levels in the bulk of the dielectric. The Poole–Frenkel equation is

$$I \approx E_n \exp \left[ -q \left( \phi_B - \frac{q E_n}{r \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_n} \right)^{1/2} / kT \right]$$

where $\phi_B$, $E_n$ and $\varepsilon_n$ are the ionization energy, electric field in the nitride and permittivity of the dielectric. The dielectric breakdown strength is greater for nitrogen-rich films. An increase in gas flow ratio ([NH$_3$]/[SiH$_4$]) or substrate temperature improves the breakdown field strength and electrical quality of the film. The dielectric strength for most of the films lies in the range $(1-5) \times 10^6 \text{ V cm}^{-1}$.

The resistivity measured at room temperature increases from $10^7$ to $10^{14} \Omega \text{ cm}$ as the [Si]/[N] ratio decreases from 1.6 to 0.8. The exponential decrease of resistivity vs. [Si]/[N] ratio is consistent with the earlier observations of Sinha and Smith.

As seen from the high frequency (1 MHz) C–V characteristics at room temperature of the Metal/Nitride/Semiconductor (MNS) structure, a negative value of flat band voltage $V_{FB}$ is obtained, indicating the existence of positive charges at the interface and in the bulk of the film. Depending on the polarity of the bias stress, the shifts in $V_{FB}$ observed in either direction from the initial position are lower for nitrogen-rich films.

MNS diodes show hysteresis of the C–V curve. The magnitude of hysteresis is larger for films deposited at higher temperatures. The hysteresis is smaller for nitrogen-rich films.

The values of static dielectric constant were computed from the maximum capacitance values of the C–V curve. The dielectric constant of the films deposited onto silicon substrates varied from 8 to 5 with temperatures in the range 50–25°C at a fixed silane concentration.

The interface state density deduced from these curves is approximately $2 \times 10^{12}$ cm$^{-2}$ eV$^{-1}$ for as-deposited films which is reduced to $10^{10}–10^{11}$ cm$^{-2}$ eV$^{-1}$ by post-metallization thermal annealing at 400°C.

It has been established that the number of traps in silicon nitride can be minimized to a large degree by choosing the right processing conditions. Experimental results have also shown that the nitrogen-rich nitride films have a much smaller number of dangling bonds in comparison with silicon-rich material, and that this number can be further minimized by depositing nitrogen-rich films at substrate temperatures higher than 350°C. From these results, it appears that the densities of trapping centers in PECVD nitrides are dependent on film composition as well as the deposition temperature.

### 3.5.2. Conduction mechanisms

The temperature, thickness and field dependence of the current indicates that a transition in current mechanisms occurs at a film thickness of approximately 80 Å. Below this thickness, the current is characterized by a low temperature and large thickness dependence. Above this value of thickness, the current is proportional to...
\[ \exp[\beta V^{1/2}] \] and depends strongly on temperature. This indicates that the emission mechanism is a type of field-assisted, thermal ionization of electrons into the conduction band of the insulator\textsuperscript{106,107}.

It has been established that the current in thin insulating films is due to either a thermal or a tunneling mechanism. For a film thickness below 50 Å, direct tunneling from metal to semiconductor is reported to be the dominant conduction mechanism for metal/insulator/semiconductor diodes\textsuperscript{108,109}. Above 200–300 Å, Poole–Frenkel emission at high fields and temperatures has been found to dominate\textsuperscript{110,111}. The Poole–Frenkel emission is field-enhanced thermal excitation of carriers from their appropriate traps into the conduction or valence band. This type of emission does not show a polarity effect because it occurs from impurity centers deep within the insulator. In contrast to the Poole–Frenkel mechanism, in the tunneling mechanism, the current has only a small variation with temperature and is largely dependent on thickness\textsuperscript{106}.

It is not possible to observe both mechanisms on the same device owing to the large differences in field and thickness at which they occur.

3.6. Magnetic properties

An electron spin resonance (ESR) signal with \( g \) value close to 2.002 has been reported for low defect density nitrogen-rich films prepared by PECVD\textsuperscript{72}. The defect is identified as a silicon atom coordinated to three nitrogen atoms. Spin densities below \( 10^{16} \) cm\(^{-3} \) have been measured in nitrogen-rich films deposited at temperatures higher than 350 °C.

Silicon dangling bonds with different nearest neighbor configurations and energy levels can be resolved by ESR in silicon nitride\textsuperscript{112,113}. The ESR signals are attributed to silicon dangling bonds. The silicon dangling bonds with three silicon atoms at the nearest sites are related to a \( g \) value of 2.0055 and those with three nitrogen atoms to a \( g \) value of 2.004\textsuperscript{114}. The intermediate \( g \) values are correlated with the numbers of nitrogen atoms.

ESR studies of the structural changes in SiN films strongly suggest that structural re-ordering of the films takes place during thermal annealing\textsuperscript{114}.

The trapping of holes occurs at a site with a \( g \) value of 2.0052, corresponding to a pure silicon environment, while electron trapping occurs at a site with a \( g \) value of 2.0028, corresponding to a pure nitrogen environment.

3.7. Radiation effects

Using electron loss spectroscopy (ELS) of ion-bombarded silicon nitride films, new electron states due to broken Si—N bonds could be determined within the band gap of the insulators. The measured energy losses were interpreted using electron energy level schemes of the amorphous films. Combined Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and ELS experiments have been used to provide information about the radiation sensitivity, the deviation from stoichiometry and the chemical bonding states of electron- and ion-beam-damaged nitride films. The AES and ELS experiments could be performed in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber equipped with a single pass cylindrical mirror analyzer and a quadrupole mass analyzer.

The radiation hardness of silicon nitride in terms of bond breaking could be
confirmed by ELS. The electron states and the excitations due to damage caused by ion bombardment and those due to deviation from the ideal stoichiometry have been discussed by Hezel. Figure 13 shows the valence electron excitation spectra (ELS spectra) of the as-grown films and after argon ion bombardment at 500 eV and 2 keV. Intense loss peaks appear at 4.6 eV and 6.8 eV after ion bombardment which are attributed to broken Si—N bonds.

Fig. 13. Effect of argon ion bombardment (for 5 min) on the ELS spectrum.

4. COMPOSITIONAL ANALYSIS OF DEPOSITED FILMS

The nature, surface condition and temperature of the substrate greatly influence the composition of thin films prepared by PECVD. The deposits are contaminated when the surface is only poorly cleaned of impurities. The presence of traces of oxygen or water in the gases causes appreciable changes in thin film composition. A deviation from stoichiometry at the surface or at the interface can readily be detected by the various characterization techniques discussed below. As the layer thickness is reduced continuously in device structures, interfaces have an increasing influence on the ultimate behavior of integrated circuits. Hence thin film and surface analysis techniques need to be used to characterize the interfaces.

4.1. Auger electron spectroscopy

The stoichiometry of silicon nitride films is evaluated using AES. When an electron beam or photon beam strikes the surface of the sample, Auger electrons are ejected. AES is based on investigation of the energy distribution of these electrons. When used in conjunction with either surface scanning or surface etching by ion sputtering, the volume of the film can be investigated. Peak heights of nitrogen, silicon and oxygen signals are plotted as a function of sputter time. The oxygen at the nitride–silicon interface originates from the native oxide present at the substrate when deposition of the nitride started. The oxygen measured on the top of the nitride is due to slight oxidation of the samples, presumably occurring during unloading from the reactor. The native oxide can be removed by a fluorine-containing plasma prior to deposition.
Typical AES depth profiles for thin films (800 Å) deposited by PECVD are shown in Fig. 14 (ref. 17) for the 2% SiH₄ process. These depth profiles indicate uniform distribution of silicon and nitrogen through the bulk of the film together with a small amount of carbon and oxygen at the surface which decreases rapidly to low levels within 50 Å of the surface. The compositional ratio of silicon to nitrogen for this process is 0.89.

Fig. 14. Auger depth profile of a 700 Å thick film on a silicon substrate. The Auger spectrum taken near the film interface is also shown.

4.2. Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS)¹¹⁹,¹²⁰

The 2 MeV He⁺ ions are incident on the sample surface and the backscattered particles are detected at a small angle with the incident beam. A depth profile is obtained by monitoring the number of backscattered ions as a function of backscattered ion energy. The peaks are obtained at the expected positions if the corresponding elements are located at the surface of the sample, e.g. silicon, nitrogen, oxygen, carbon etc. The carbon peak results from contamination in the vacuum chamber of the RBS apparatus.

The method has also been used to establish the [Si]/[N] ratio in silicon nitride films. The atomic composition of the nitride layers was measured as a function of nitrogen to silane flow rates by RBS analysis of the films by Helix et al.¹² and an N₂:SiH₄ ratio of approximately 250 was found to result in a stoichiometric composition ([Si]/[N] = 0.75). The sensitivity of the RBS technique to oxygen has been found to be better than 2 at%.

4.3. X-ray emission spectroscopy

When an energetic particle is impinging onto a material, photons will be emitted depending on the energy of the incident particle. These photons may have wavelengths from far IR to hard X-rays. Emitted photons with special energies or wavelengths are used to study the electronic or atomic structure of a material. Electron bombardment of a sample produces an X-ray continuum, as well as X-ray
peaks which are characteristic of the material\textsuperscript{121,122}. X-ray emission spectroscopy is a powerful tool for obtaining information about the electronic structure of the materials where the energy of emitted photons ranges from 20 to 500 eV (soft X-rays).

4.4. \textit{Electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis (ESCA)}\textsuperscript{123,124}

The sample is bombarded with monoenergetic X-rays followed by measurement of the kinetic energy distribution of the emitted electrons. This method has allowed traces of oxygen, carbon etc. to be detected in silicon nitride films. Typical X-ray photoelectron spectra for silicon and nitrogen peaks are shown in Fig. 15 (ref. 17).

![X-ray photoelectron spectrum of the Si 2p and N 1s peaks for the 2\% silane process.](image)

Both the Si 2p and N 1s peaks are broad with a full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 2.64 and 2.3 eV respectively. This large value of FWHM indicates that a greater distribution of species with different binding energies is contributing to the photoelectron lines.

4.5. \textit{Nuclear reaction techniques}

The quantitative analysis of hydrogen content in the films is performed by a combination of nuclear reaction technique and IR spectroscopy\textsuperscript{53,72}. Quantitative hydrogen profiling of the samples was carried out by Lanford \textit{et al.} using the resonant nuclear reaction,

\[ {^{15}}N + H \rightarrow {^{12}}C + ^{4}He + \gamma-\text{ray} \]

A beam of accelerated \textsuperscript{15}N\textsuperscript{2+} ions impinges upon the SiN film and penetrates completely through to the silicon substrate. The number of \(\gamma\)-rays measured coming from the sample is proportional to the hydrogen concentration at the film surface. The beam energy is increased and a concentration profile of hydrogen \textit{vs.} depth is determined by measuring the \(\gamma\)-ray yield \textit{vs.} \textsuperscript{15}N energy.
The concentration of hydrogen \(C_H\) in atoms per cubic centimeter is given by,

\[
C_H = k Y \frac{dE}{dX}
\]

where \(k\) is an apparatus constant, \(Y\) is the \(\gamma\)-ray yield, and \(dE/dX\) is the rate of energy loss of the beam in the film.

The nuclear reaction is independent of the reference material, substrate and bonding environment, \textit{i.e.} the total hydrogen content is detected regardless of the environment\textsuperscript{72}. Hence the bonding arrangements have to be analyzed by IR spectroscopy.

The various bonds present and the wavenumbers at which they occur is discussed in Section 3.4.1.

Calibration factors for Si—H and N—H absorption band areas have also been determined, enabling IR transmission spectra to be used for hydrogen analyses of these films\textsuperscript{38}.

5. Applications

Silicon nitride has found a number of applications in the refractories field because of its high melting point, hardness, low thermal expansion etc. It is attracting growing interest as an insulating, masking and passivating layer\textsuperscript{6}. Some of the important applications of silicon nitride films are given below.

5.1. Diffusion mask applications

The excellent chemical stability makes its use attractive for device passivation and diffusion masking. As a result, it has been widely used with semiconductor substrates, \textit{e.g.} silicon, germanium and GaAs, in planar device technology. It is impervious to diffusion by boron, phosphorus, aluminium and arsenic\textsuperscript{125}.

5.2. Glass-to-metal seals

The important property of silicon nitride that makes its use possible for this purpose is its impermeability to oxygen and metal ions. Good seals have been effected with molybdenum, copper, tantalum, kovar and gold.

5.3. Passivation

Improper passivation can result in excessive stress and interfacial traps, leading to degradation in circuit performance. This degradation can occur as a result of variable charges within the interfacial traps, leading to active channel modulation with time, temperature and electric field. Therefore, the development of a reproducible device passivation process is critical to the production of semiconductor devices with long-term reliability\textsuperscript{88}.

Silicon nitride serves as a barrier to the migration of charged ionic species, which are a major source of device instability, and is hence widely used for the passivation and stabilization of semiconductor devices.

Silicon nitride is used for both chemical and electrical passivation of
semiconductor surfaces as it can withstand the corrosive action of most reagents and prevents ion diffusion\textsuperscript{126,127}.

The passivation of a MESFET channel has been achieved (with less than 5\% degradation in device parameters) using silicon nitride deposited by PECVD\textsuperscript{98}.

5.4. Isolation

Dielectric isolation reduces leakage currents between adjacent components and capacitive coupling by an order of magnitude. Silicon nitride is useful in providing a dielectric isolation medium for semiconductor devices\textsuperscript{6}.

PECVD silicon nitride can be used as interlayer insulation in multilevel metallizations for very-large-scale integrated circuits. It is considered to have inferior insulating properties because of its lower band gap and higher density of traps. Also, elements of surface morphology such as substrate hillocks or substrate steps could cause insulation defects with a consequent severe limitation on the fabrication yield. High breakdown strength and excellent uniformity were observed with NH\textsubscript{3} films while N\textsubscript{2} films exhibit electrical leakage paths along the step edges\textsuperscript{128}. Films with good insulation characteristics suitable for use as interlayer insulation can be obtained by optimizing the deposition conditions.

5.5. Encapsulation

Silicon nitride is used as a dielectric encapsulant to provide surface protection to III-V compound semiconductors.

The requirements for high speed digital devices in signal processing, microwave devices and opto-electronic elements have created considerable interest in GaAs planar device fabrication. Ion implantation is a more useful procedure for the planar processing of III-V compound semiconductors\textsuperscript{129,130} since conventional diffusion techniques cause severe technological problems in the selective impurity doping of these materials. However, the process of ion implantation introduces considerable lattice damage. The implanted GaAs samples must be annealed at approximately 900 °C to reduce this damage and to activate the implanted species electrically. The incongruent evaporation of GaAs at these temperatures makes it necessary to encapsulate the sample in a suitable dielectric. Silicon nitride layers have been used successfully to anneal ion-implanted GaAs with negligible surface degradation\textsuperscript{32}.

5.6. Memory devices

Silicon nitride is actively used as an Metal/Nitride/Oxide/Semiconductor (MNOS) storage transistor, non-volatile, single-element, semiconductor memory device. The nitride acts as both insulator and storage medium\textsuperscript{131,132}.

The use of PECVD silicon nitride as the trapping medium in MNOS non-volatile memory transistors is limited owing to its excess silicon content which reduces its resistance, resulting in poor memory performance. However, the use of PECVD nitride in the fabrication of MNOS devices is very attractive because of the low deposition temperature\textsuperscript{133}.

Excess silicon and hydrogen play an extremely important role in silicon nitride used as a charge trapping layer in the MNOS memory device\textsuperscript{134,135}. Furthermore, the bonding of hydrogen to silicon (Si—H) has been shown to correlate strongly
with the memory window size of MNOS capacitors\textsuperscript{133}. PECVD nitride contains 20–40 at.\% hydrogen. Also, the concentration of N–H and Si–H bonds can be varied by controlling the deposition conditions, thereby making the trap density and conductivity, and consequently the memory properties, somewhat selectable\textsuperscript{136,137}.

5.7. Solar cell applications

Plasma-deposited silicon nitride was used as an oxidation mask in the fabrication of high efficiency GaAs solar cells by Turner and Connors\textsuperscript{138}. It was found that gold contacts can be protected from dissolution during anodic oxidation by coating them with a film of plasma nitride. Plasma deposition of silicon nitride can be used on these shallow-junction GaAs devices with no degradation of junction properties.

Plasma-deposited nitride has been used as antireflection coatings on InP solar cells\textsuperscript{139}, silicon solar cells\textsuperscript{140} and InP/InGaAsP light-emitting diodes. The films can also be applied for front and back surface passivation of conventional solar cells with diffused p–n junctions. In order not to degrade the passivated surface, however, care has to be taken that the film deposition is not followed by a high temperature step\textsuperscript{141}.

The application of silicon nitride as a dielectric for high efficiency silicon inversion layer solar cells is limited owing to the detrimental effects of the relative radiation hardness of metal/insulator/semiconductor devices with silicon nitride as insulator\textsuperscript{145}.

6. CONCLUSIONS

As seen from the study of the composition of plasma silicon nitride layers deposited under different deposition conditions, the [Sn]/[N] ratio of the layers depends strongly on gas-phase composition (reactant gas ratio); hence the PECVD technique can produce silicon-rich as well as nitrogen-rich films where nitrogen-rich films seem to have more attractive properties. Also, with the appropriate control of process variables, films have been made with an [Si]/[N] ratio of 0.75 (stoichiometric). The large hydrogen content in PECVD nitrides mainly controls the physical, chemical and mechanical properties while the optical and electrical properties are more influenced by the film stoichiometry.

The relationship between the index of refraction and etch rate in BHF suggests that the film quality can be deduced from the refractive index value when a direct measurement of etch rate is not possible.

AES depth profiles of layers indicate the presence of oxygen at the interface between silicon and silicon nitride and at the surface.
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